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The supermodular and the symmetric supermodular stochastic orders have been
cursorily studied in previous literature. In this paper we study these orders more
thoroughly. First we obtain some basic properties of these orders. We then apply
these results in order to obtain comparisons of random vectors with common
values, but with different levels of multiplicity. Specifically, we show that if the
vectors of the levels of multiplicity are ordered in the majorization order, then the
associated random vectors are ordered in the symmetric supermodular stochastic
order. In the non-symmetric case we obtain bounds (in the supermodular stochastic
order sense) on such random vectors. Finally, we apply the results to problems of
optimal assembly of reliability systems, of optimal allocation of minimal repair
efforts, and of optimal allocation of reliability items.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The supermodular and the symmetric supermodular stochastic orders
have been cursorily studied in previous literature (see, for example, Joe
(1990), Meester and Shanthikumar (1993), and Szekli et al. (1994)). In this
paper we study these orders more thoroughly. First we obtain some basic
properties of these orders (see Section 2). In Section 3 we apply the results
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of Section 2 in order to obtain comparisons of random vectors with com-
mon values, but with different levels of multiplicity. Specifically, we show
that if the vectors of the levels of multiplicity are ordered in the majoriza-
tion order, then the associated random vectors are ordered in the sym-
metric supermodular stochastic order. In the nonsymmetric case we obtain
bounds (in the supermodular stochastic order sense) on such random vec-
tors. Finally, in Section 4, we apply the results of Section 3 to problems of
optimal assembly of reliability systems, of optimal allocation of minimal
repair efforts, and of optimal allocation of reliability items. As a conse-
quence, we obtain some extensions of recent results of Tong (1989) and
Olkin and Tong (1994).
In this paper, ‘‘increasing’’ and ‘‘decreasing’’ mean ‘‘non-decreasing’’ and
‘‘non-increasing,’’ respectively. All functions mentioned in this paper are
implicitly assumed to be Borel-measurable.
2. THE SUPERMODULAR STOCHASTIC ORDERS
A function , : Rn  R is called supermodular (or L-superadditive in
Marshall and Olkin (1979)) if ,(x 7 y)+,(x 6 y),(x)+,(y) for all
x, y # Rn, where we use here the notation (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) 7 ( y1 , y2 , ..., yn)=
(x1 7y1 , x2 7 y2 , ..., xn 7 yn) and (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) 6 ( y1 , y2 , ..., yn)=
(x1 6y1 , x2 6 y2 , ..., xn 6 yn) [here 7 and 6 denote, respectively, the
minimum and the maximum operators]. If , : Rn  R has second partial
derivatives then it is supermodular if, and only if, 2xi xj,0 for all
i{ j. Many examples of supermodular functions can be found in Chapter
6 of Marshall and Olkin (1979). Note that if , : Rn  R is supermodular
then the function , defined by (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=(g1(x1), g2(x2), ...,
gn(xn)), is also supermodular, whenever gi : R  R, i=1, 2, ..., n, are all
increasing or are all decreasing.
Definition 2.1 (The Supermodular Stochastic Order). A random vec-
tor X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) is said to be smaller than the random vector
Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) in the supermodular stochastic order (denoted by
Xsm) if E[,(X)]E[,(Y)] for all supermodular functions , for which
the expectations exist.
The supermodular stochastic order has been encountered in some
previous literature (though not using our terminology). From results in
Section 2 of Block and Sampson (1988) it follows that the family of
multivariate normal distributions (more generally, the family of elliptically
contoured distributions) in increasing in the supermodular stochastic order
as the correlations increase. Another example of a family of multivariate
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distributions that are ordered according the supermodular stochastic order
is the family of the Marshall-Olkin (1967) exponential distributions; this is
a special case on Theorem 4.4 below.
Since the functions defined by ,x(y)=I[ z : z> x](y) and x(y)=
I[ z : z x ](y) are supermodular for each fixed x, it is immediate that
Xsm Y O Xuo Y, (2.1)
and that
Xsm Y O Xlo Y, (2.2)
where uo [respectively, lo] denote the ‘‘upper orthant’’ [‘‘lower
orthant’’] stochastic order defined by P[X>z]P[Y>z][P[Xz]
P[Yz]] for all z # Rn; see, for example, page 140 in Shaked and
Shanthikumar (1994).
Note that from (2.1) and (2.2) it follows that if (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn)sm
(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) then Xi= stYi (here =st denotes equality in distribution),
i=1, 2, ..., n. That is, if Xsm Y then X and Y have the same univariate
marginals. Thus it is seen that, roughly speaking, the supermodular
stochastic order compares the strength of the positive dependence of the
underlying random vectors.
Some closure properties of the supermodular stochastic order are
described in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2.
(a) Let (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) and (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be two random vectors. If
(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) sm (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) then
(g1(X1), g2(X2), ..., gn(Xn))sm (g1(Y1), g2(Y2), ..., gn(Yn))
whenever gi : R  R, i=1, 2, ..., n are all increasing or are all decreasing.
(b) Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xm be a set of independent random vectors where
the dimension of Xi is ki , i=1, 2, ..., m. Let Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym be another set of
independent random vectors where the dimension of Yi is ki , i=1, 2, ..., m. If
Xism Yi for i=1, 2, ..., m, then
(X1 , X2 , ..., Xm)sm (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym).
That is, the supermodular stochastic order is closed under concatenations.
(c) Let X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) and Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be two random
vectors. If Xsm Y then XIsm YI for each I[1, 2, ..., n]. That is, the
supermodular stochastic order is closed under marginalization.
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(d) Let X, Y and 3 be random vectors such that [X|3=%] sm
[Y|3=%] for all % in the support of 3. Then Xsm Y. That is, the super-
modular stochastic order is closed under mixtures.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that a composition of a super-
modular function with coordinatewise functions, that are all increasing or
are all decreasing, is a supermodular function.
In order to see part (b) let X1 and Y2 be two independent random vec-
tors, and let Y1 and Y2 be two other independent random vectors. Suppose
that X1sm Y1 and that X2sm Y2 . Then, for any supermodular function
, (of the proper dimension) we have that
E,(X1 , X2)=E[E,(X1 , X2) | X2]
E[E,(Y1 , X2) | X2]
=E,(Y1 , X2)
E,(Y1 , Y2),
where the first inequality follows from the fact that ,(x1 , x2) is super-
modular in x1 when x2 is fixed, and the second inequality follows in a
similar manner. Part (b) of the theorem follows from the above by induc-
tion.
Parts (c) and (d) are easy to prove. K
From parts (a) and (d) of Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.3. Let X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) and Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be
two random vectors such that Xsm Y and let Z be an m-dimensional ran-
dom vector which is independent of X and Y. Then
(h1(X1 , Z), h2(X2 , Z), ..., hn(Xn , Z))
 sm (h1(Y1 , Z), h2(Y2 , Z), ..., hn(Yn , Z)),
whenever hi (x, z), i=1, 2, ..., n, are all increasing or are all decreasing in x
for every z.
Example 2.4. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional random vectors such
that Xsm Y, and let Z be an n-dimensional random vector which is inde-
pendent of X and Y. Then from Corollary 2.3 it follows that
X7 Zsm Y7 Z (2.3)
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and that
X+Zsm Y+Z.
The supermodular stochastic order can be used to bound some quite
general random vectors. This is shown in the next two theorems. The first
result is a special case of Theorem 5(a) of Tchen (1980).
Theorem 2.5. Let X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) be a random vector such that the
Xi ’s, marginally, have the same (univariate) distribution function. Then
Xsm (X1 , X1 , ..., X1) (2.4)
In fact, Tchen (1980) has shown that (2.4) holds also when the Xi ’s are
not identically distributed. Then the upper bound in (2.4) is any random
vector that has the distribution function of the Fre chet upper bound.
Recall that a random vector X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) is said to be condi-
tionally increasing in sequence (CIS) if, for i=2, 3, ..., n we have that
P[Xi>x | X1=x1 , X2=x2 , ..., Xi&1=xi&1] is increasing in x1 , x2 , ..., xi&1
for all x. The proof of the next result can be found in Meester and
Shanthikumar (1993).
Theorem 2.6. Let X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) be a CIS random vector and let
Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be a random vector of independent random variables
such that Xi=st Yi , i=1, 2, ..., n. Then
Ysm X.
We now define the symmetric supermodular stochastic order.
Definition 2.7 (The Symmetric Supermodular Stochastic Order). A
random vector X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) is said to be smaller than the random
vector Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) in the symmetric supermodular stochastic order
(denoted by Xssm Y) if E[,(X)]E[,(Y)] for all symmetric super-
modular functions , for which the expectations exist.
Let el denote the l-vector of ones. Since the functions defined by
,ten(y)=I[ z : z >ten](y) and ten(y)=I[ z : z ten](y) are supermodular for each
fixed t, it is immediate that
Xssm Y O Xsuo Y, (2.5)
and that
Xssm Y O Xslo Y, (2.6)
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where suo [respectively, slo] denote the ‘‘symmetric upper orthant’’
[‘‘symmetric lower orthant’’] stochastic order defined by P[X>ten]
P[Y>ten][P[Xten]P[Yten]] for all t # R.
An analog of Theorem 2.2 is the following.
Theorem 2.8.
(a) Let (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) and (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be two random vectors. If
(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn)ssm (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) then
(g(X1), g(X2), ..., g(Xn)) ssm(g(Y1), g(Y2), ..., g(Yn))
whenever g : R  R is a monotone function.
(b) Let X, Y, and 3 be random vectors such that [X|3=%]ssm
[Y|3=%] for all % in the support of 3. Then Xssm Y. That is, the sym-
metric supermodular stochastic order is closed under mixtures.
The following analog of Corollary 2.3 will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.9. Let X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) and Y=(Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn) be two
random vectors such that Xssm Y, and let Z be an exchangeable n-dimen-
sional random vector which is independent of X and Y. Then
(h(X1 , Z1), h(X2 , Z2), ..., h(Xn , Zn))
ssm (h(Y1 , Z1), h(Y2 , Z2), ..., h(Yn , Zn)),
whenever h(x, z) is monotone in x for all z.
Proof. Let , : Rn  R be a symmetric supermodular function. Then,
using the monotonicity of h(x, z) in x, it is seen that for any fixed z, the
function g(x, z)=?,(h(x1 , z?(1)), h(x2 , z?(2)), ..., h(xn , z?(n))) is symmetric
and supermodular in x, where (z?(1) , z?(2) , ..., z?(n)) denotes a permutation
of z, and the sum is over all the permutations. Hence
:
?
E[,(h(X1 , Z?(1)), h(X2 , Z?(2)), ..., h(Xn , Z?(n)))
:
?
E[,(h(Y1 , Z?(1)), h(Y2 , Z?(2)), ..., h(Yn , Z?(n)))]. (2.7)
Since Z is exchangeable, E[,(h(X1 , Z?(1)), h(X2 , Z?(2)), ..., h(Xn , Z?(n)))]=
E[,(h(X1 , Z1), h(X2 , Z2), ..., h(Xn , Zn))] and E[,(h(Y1 , Z?(1)), h(Y2 , Z?(2)),
..., h(Yn , Z?(n)))]=E[,(h(Y1 , Z1), h(Y2 , Z2), ..., h(Yn , Zn))]. Hence the
result follows from (2.7). K
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Example 2.10. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional random vectors
such that Xssm Y, and let Z be an exchangeable n-dimensional random
vector which is independent of X and Y. Then from Lemma 2.9 it follows
that
X7 Zssm Y7 Z, (2.8)
and that
X+Zssm Y+Z.
Before we close this section, it is worthwhile to mention another analog
of Corollary 2.3 which follows at once from Theorem 2.8.
Corollary 2.11. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional random vectors
such that Xssm Y, and let Z be an m-dimensional random vector which is
independent of X and Y. Then
(h(X1 , Z), h(X2 , Z), ..., h(Xn , Z))ssm (h(Y1 , Z), h(Y2 , Z), ..., h(Yn , Z)),
whenever h(x, z) is monotone in x for all z.
3. RANDOM VECTORS WITH COMMON VALUES
Let Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn be independent and identically distributed random
variables that will be fixed throughout this section. For any vector
k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) of non-negative integers that sum up to n, define
X(k)=(Z1 , ..., Z1
k1 times
, Z2 , ..., Z2
k2 times
, ..., Zn , ..., Zn
kn times
)=(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2 , ..., Znekn).
(3.1)
In this section we study the amount of positive dependence (in the sense
of the supermodular and the symmetric supermodular stochastic orders) of
the random vector X(k) as a function of the level of multiplicity k.
First we study the random vectors X(k)=(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2) as a function of
k # S(n, 2), where S(n, 2) is the collection of all pairs of non-negative
integers (k1 , k2) that add up to n. In this regard we have (below we denote
by O the majorization order; we refer the reader to Marshall and Olkin
(1979) for the definition of majorization and Schur-convexity):
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Lemma 3.1. Let X(k)=(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2) and suppose that Z1 and Z2 are
independent and identically distributed. Then
X(k)ssm X(k$) whenever kOk$, k, k$ # S(n, 2). (3.2)
That is, for all symmetric supermodular functions , : Rn  R we have that
E[,(X(k))] is a Schur-convex function of k # S(n, 2).
The property defined in (3.2) can be denoted by
[X(k), k # S(n, 2)] # S-SchurCX(ssm);
it can be read as stochastic Schur convexity with respect to the symmetric
supermodular order. For further description of this notation see Shaked,
Shanthikumar and Tong (1995).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Without loss of generality assume that k1>k2 .
Denote Z[1]=max[Z1 , Z2] and Z[2]=min[Z1 , Z2]. Then, for any sym-
metric supermodular function ,, we have
,(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2)+,(Z2ek1 , Z1ek2)
=,(Z[1] ek1 , Z[2] ek2)+,(Z[2]ek1 , Z[1] ek2)
=,(Z[1] ek1&1 , Z[2] ek2 , Z[1])+,(Z[1] ek2 , Z[2] ek1&1 , Z[2])
,(Z[1] ek1&1 , Z[2] ek2 , Z[2])+,(Z[1] ek2 , Z[2] ek1&1 , Z[1])
=,(Z[1] ek1&1 , Z[2] ek2+1)+,(Z[2] ek1&1 , Z[1] ek2+1)
=,(Z1ek1&1 , Z2ek2+1)+,(Z2ek1&1 , Z1 ek2+1), (3.3)
where the inequality follows from (Z[1]ek1&1 , Z[2]ek2)(Z[1]ek2 , Z[2] ek1&1)
[recall that k1&1k2] and from the supermodularity of ,, and the in-
between equalities follow from the symmetry of ,. Since Z1 and Z2 are
independent and identically distributed, one sees from (3.3) that
E[,(Z1ek1 , Z2 ek2)]E[,(Z1ek1&1 , Z2 ek2+1)]. (3.4)
The stated result now follows from (3.4) and from known properties of the
majorization order. K
Denote by S(n) the collection of all vectors of non-negative integers
(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) that add up to n. By using a conditioning argument, and the
property of majorization kOk$ with intermediate vectors that switch two
components at a time, one can easily obtain from Lemma 3.1 the following
result.
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Theorem 3.2. Let X(k)=(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2 , ..., Znekn) and suppose that
Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn are independent and identically distributed. Then
[X(k), k # S(n)] # S-SchurCX(ssm).
Now we look at the properties of X(k) with respect to the supermodular
stochastic ordering. Counterexamples can be easily constructed to show
that, in general, E[,(X(k))] is not Schur-convex in k # S(n) for all super-
modular functions , (that is, the condition of symmetry is essential).
However, from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we can establish the following
bounds.
Theorem 3.3. Let X(k)=(Z1ek1 , Z2ek2 , ..., Znekn) and suppose that
Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn are independent and identically distributed. Then
(Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn)sm X(k)sm Z1en .
Proof. The right hand-side inequality follows from Theorem 2.5. The
left hand-side inequality follows from Theorem 2.6 by observing that X(k)
is CIS. K
Let k=(k1 , k2 , ..., kn) # S(n). For an sn, let (B1 , B2 , ..., Bs) be a parti-
tion of [1, 2, ..., n] such that B1B2 } } } Bs , where BiBi+1 means
that every element of Bi is smaller than every element of Bi+1. Define
k$i=j # Bi kj , i=1, 2, ..., s; k$=0, i=s+1, s+2, ..., n (that is, there exists a
sequential packing of the n elements of sizes k1 , k2 , ..., kn into the n bins of
sizes k$1 , k$2 , ..., k$n); we denote this by kpck k$. Since the supermodular
stochastic order is closed under concatenations (see Theorem 2.2(b)), the
above result can be extended as follows.
Theorem 3.4. Let X(k) and X(k$) be as defined in (3.1). If kpck k$
then
X(k)sm X(k$).
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Random Vectors of Minimums
In this subsection we will consider a class of multivariate Marshall
Olkin (1967) exponential random vectors that was studied in Olkin and
Tong (1994). In fact we will consider a more general class of random vec-
tors. Random vectors in this class are constructed by taking minimums
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of the random vectors studied in Section 3. More explicitly, let
(Z ( j)1 , Z
( j)
2 , ..., Z
( j)
n ), j=1, 2, ..., m, be mutually independent vectors of inde-
pendent and identically distributed random variables. Recall that S(n)
denotes the collection of all vectors of non-negative integers (k1 , k2 , ..., kn)
that add up to n. For k( j)=(k ( j)1 , k
( j)
2 , ..., k
( j)
n ) # S(n), j=1, 2, ..., m, define
X( j )(k( j ))=(Z 1( j ), ..., Z 1( j )
k1
( j ) times
, Z 2( j ), ..., Z 2( j )
k2
( j ) times
, ..., Z n( j ), ..., Z n( j )
k3
( j ) times
), j=1, 2, ..., m,
(4.1)
and
Y(k(1), k(2), ..., k(m))= 
m
j=1
X( j)(k( j)). (4.2)
Example 4.1. When Z ( j)i has an exponential distribution with mean
1*j , i=1, 2, ..., n; j=1, 2, ..., m, then Y(k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)) has a multivariate
MarshallOlkin exponential distribution with exponential marginals, all
with mean 1(mj=1*j).
In general, we will be interested in Y(k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)), defined in (4.2),
as a function of (k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)). In this respect we have:
Theorem 4.2.
(a) If k( j)pck l( j), j=1, 2, ..., m, then
Y(k(1), k(2), ..., k(m))sm Y(l(1), l(2), ..., l (m)).
(b) Suppose k(1)=(n, 0, 0, ..., 0)=l(1), k(2)O l(2), and k(3)=en=l(3).
Then
Y(k(1), k(2), k(3))ssm Y(l
(1), l(2), l(3)),
that is, [Y((n, 0, 0, ..., 0), k, en), k # S(n)] # S-SchurCX(ssm).
Proof. Part (a) follows from (2.3) and Theorem 3.4. For part (b) note
that X(k(1))=Z1en and X(k(3))=(Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn) are both exchangeable.
Thus, part (b) follows from Theorem 3.2, Lemma 2.9, and (2.8). K
Application 4.3 (Optimal Assembly of Reliability Systems). From
Theorem 4.2(b) and from the implications (2.5) and (2.6) it is seen that
P[Y((n, 0, 0, ..., 0), k, en)te] and P[Y((n, 0, 0, ..., 0), k, en)>te] are both
Schur-convex in k # S(n). This observation is useful for comparing
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reliability systems with three kinds of components [see Olkin and Tong
(1994)]. It says that the optimal assembly is achieved when the com-
ponents of the second type are spread as unevenly as possible (in the sense
of the majorization order) among the various parts of a series-parallel
system. This result for multivariate exponential random vectors was first
reported in Olkin and Tong (1994) [see Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 there].
Other models of assembly of reliability systems can be found in Shaked
and Shanthikumar (1992).
Suppose that the Z ( j)i ’s are random lifetimes of components in a
reliability system. We will consider the effect of imperfect minimal repairs.
Specifically, suppose that the Z ( j)i ’s are independent and identically dis-
tributed, and let Z ( j)i (%j) be the resulting lifetime when the probability of
a successful minimal repair is 1&%j , i=1, 2, ..., n; j=1, 2, ..., m (see, for
example, Brown and Proschan (1983) or Shaked and Shanthikumar
(1986)). That is, P[Z( j)(%j)>t]=P[Z ( j)i >t]
%j, i=1, 2, ..., n; j=1, 2, ..., m.
Let V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); (%1 , %2 , ..., %m)) be the resulting vector of mini-
mums (as defined in (4.1) and (4.2) with Z ( j)i (%j) replacing Z
( j)
i ). It is not
hard to verify then that
P[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); %1 , %2 , ..., %m))>y]= ‘
m
j=1
[P[X( j)(k ( j))>y]]%j,
(4.3)
where the X( j)(k( j))’s are as defined in (4.1) with Z ( j)i (%j) replacing Z
( j)
i .
We remark that in the setting of imperfect minimal repairs, the %j ’s in
(4.3) are probabilities (of unsuccessful minimal repair), and thus they must
be in the interval (0, 1). However, if the Z ( j)i (%j)’s have proportional hazard
rates (with the %j ’s being the proportionality coefficients) then (4.3) still
describes the survival function of V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); (%1 , %2 , ..., %m)), and
the %j ’s then can have any positive values.
We will compare the V((k(1), k(2), ..., k (m)); %)’s with respect to the
following partial ordering of the %’s. An m-vector % is said to be smaller
than an m-vector %$ in the upper partial sum order if mi=k %i
m
i=k %$i ,
k=1, 2, ..., m. We denote this % ups%$. A function , : Rm  R which is
increasing in the upper partial sum ordering will be called an upper partial
sum increasing (UPSI) function.
Theorem 4.4.
(a) Suppose that k(1)pck k (2)pck } } } pck k(m). Then, for any
%ups %$ we have
V((k (1), k(2), ..., k(m)); %)uo V((k(1), k (2), ..., k(m)); %$). (4.4)
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(b) Suppose that k(1) Ok(2)O } } } Ok(m). Then, for any %ups %$ we
have
V((k (1), k(2), ..., k(m)); %)uo V((k(1), k (2), ..., k(m)); %$). (4.5)
The property defined in (4.4) can be denoted as
[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); %), % # (0, )m] # S-UPSI(uo);
it can be read as stochastic upper partial sum monotonicity with respect to
the upper orthant order. Similarly, the property defined in (4.5) can be
denoted as
[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k (m)); %), % # (0, )m] # S-UPSI(suo);
it can be read as stochastic upper partial sum monotonicity with respect to
the symmetric upper orthant order.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Taking the log of both sides of (4.3) we see that
log[P[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k (m)); (%1 , %2 , ..., %m))>y]]
= :
m
j=1
%j log[P[X( j)(k ( j))>y]].
Denote aj=log[P[X( j)(k( j))>y]], j=1, 2, ..., m, and note that by Theorem
3.4 and (2.1) [respectively, Theorem 3.2 and (2.5)] we have that
a1a2 } } } am . Thus, denoting a0=0,
log[P[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); (%1 , %2 , ..., %m))>y]]
= :
m
j=1
%j aj= :
m
i=1 _(ai&ai&1) :
m
j=i
%j&
 :
m
i=1 _(ai&ai&1) :
m
j=i
%$j&
=log[P[V((k(1), k(2), ..., k(m)); %$1 , %$2 , ..., %$m))>y]],
where the inequality follows from %ups %$. K
Part (b) of Theorem 4.4 extends Theorem 3.4 of Olkin and Tong (1994).
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Application 4.5 (Optimal Allocation of Imperfect Minimal Repair
Efforts). The cost of an imperfect minimal repair of a component is
usually an increasing function of the probability 1&% of a successful mini-
mal repair of that component. Consider a reliability system of m sub-
systems, labeled 1, 2, ..., m, and suppose that the cost of an imperfect mini-
mal repair of a component of subsystem j is a linear function, a+b%j , of
%j , where a and b are some fixed constants, and 1&%j is the probability of
a successful minimal repair of a component of subsystem j, j=1, 2, ..., m.
Assume that a fixed budget is available for the purpose of imperfect mini-
mal repairs. Then any vector %=(%1 , %2 , ..., %m), such that mj=1 %j=B is
fixed, corresponds to a possible allocation of the imperfect minimal repair
efforts (without loss of generality, B can denote the total available budget).
According to Theorem 4.4, the optimal allocation of the imperfect minimal
repair efforts is to maximize (to 1, if possible) the probabilities %j of unsuc-
cessful repairs for the components of the strongest subsystems (as measured
by the pck or the majorization orders), as long as the budget permits.
Other models of allocation of minimal repair efforts can be found in
Shaked and Shanthikumar (1992).
4.2. Random Vectors of General Functions
In this subsection we show that the main result of Tong (1989) can be
recast as a special case of Theorem 3.2.
Let Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn be independent and identically distributed random
variables as in Section 3, and let X(k)=(Z1 ek1 , Z2ek2 , ..., Znekn). Let
. : R  R be any arbitrary function, and denote
Z .i =.(Zi), i=1, 2, ..., n,
and
X .(k)=(Z.1 ek1 , Z
.
2 ek2 , ..., Z
.
n ekn).
By Theorem 3.2,
[X .(k), k # S(n, 2)] # S-SchurCX(ssm). (4.6)
Therefore, from (2.5), we obtain that if kOk$ then
E _‘
n
i=1
f (X .i (k))&E _‘
n
i=1
f (X .i (k$))&
for all non-negative increasing functions f : R  R, (4.7)
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where X .i (k) and X
.
i (k$) denote the ithe coordinate of X
.(k) and X .(k$),
respectively, i=1, 2, ..., n. Since (4.7) holds for any ., we have that
E _‘
n
i=1
f (Xi (k))&E _‘
n
i=1
f (Xi (k$))&
for all non-negative functions f : R  R, (4.8)
where Xi (k) and Xi (k$) denote the ith coordinate of X(k) and X(k$),
respectively, i=1, 2, ..., n. In the notation of Tong (1989), (4.8) means
X(k)pd+ X(k$). (4.9)
Note that (4.9) implies (actually it is equivalent to)
P[Xi (k) # A, i=1, 2, ..., n]P[Xi (k$) # A, i=1, 2, ..., n] (4.10)
for all Borel-measurable sets AR.
Now let U1 , U2 , ..., Un be identically distributed random variables, let W
be another random variable, and suppose that the Zi ’s, the Ui ’s, and the
W, are all independent. For some non-negative function a : R3  R, define
Yi (k)=a(Ui , Xi (k), W), i=1, 2, ..., n. (4.11)
We will be interested in Y(k) as a function of k. In this respect we have:
Theorem 4.6. Let Y(k) and Y(k$) be as in (4.11). If kOk$ then
Y(k)pd+ Y(k$).
Proof. For any arbitrary function .; R  R, and a function b : R3  R,
such that b is increasing in its second coordinate, denote
Y b, .i (k)=b(Ui , X
.
i (k), W), i=1, 2, ..., n,
and
Y b, .i (k$)=b(Ui , X
.
i (k$), W), i=1, 2, ..., n.
Note that (U1 , U2 , ..., Un) and Wen are both exchangeable. Thus, from
(4.6) and Lemma 2.9 we obtain that
E _‘
n
i=1
f (b(Ui , X .i (k), W))&E _‘
n
i=1
f (b(Ui , X .i (k$), W))&
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for all increasing non-negative functions f : R  R, all functions b : R3  R
that are increasing in the second coordinate, and all functions . : R  R.
Since . is arbitrary, we have that
E _‘
n
i=1
f (b(Ui , Xi (k), W))&E _‘
n
i=1
f (b(Ui , Xi (k$), W))&
for all increasing non-negative functions f : R  R, and all functions
b : R3  R. That is,
E _‘
n
i=1
a(Ui , Xi (k), W))&E _‘
n
i=1
a(Ui , Xi (k$), W))&
for all non-negative functions a : R3  R. That is, Y(k)pd+ Y(k$). K
Application 4.7 (Optimal Allocation of Items). Let Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn be the
lifetimes of n items. Suppose that these items can be used to operate n com-
ponents in such a way that each item can simultaneously operate more
than one component. However, each component can be operated by
exactly one item. If the desired reliability mission is that all the components
operate during some fixed time interval A=[a, b] (for some fixed time
points a<b) then, by (4.10), in order to maximize the probability of a suc-
cessful mission, the optimal allocation of the items is to spread them as
unevenly as possible (in the sense of the majorization order) among the
various components.
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